BEFORE

COLOR
COLOR
COLOR
COLOR
COLOR

A=
B=
C=
D=
E=

Blondor + 6%
8/69 + 6%
8/69 + 1.9%
10/69 + 6%
10/69 + 1.9% or
pastel shade

WELLA PROFESSIONALS
CARE AND STYLE
Brilliance Care line
Velvet Amplifier Style Primer
Natural Volume Styling Mousse
Stay Essential Finishing Spray
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SYSTEM PROFESSIONALS
CARE AND STYLE
System Professional Color Save
Elegant Shape Body Mousse
Perfect Hold Hairspray
STYLING HINTS AND TIPS
Using a medium round brush,
blow-dry smooth to create volume
throughout (this does not apply
to the fringe area.) Barrel curl the
hair at the mid-lengths and ends to
create soft movement. Brush into
shape with a vented brush.
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ILLUMINA CINEMATIC
COLOR

CUT

STEP 1
Create an offset star section on the
top of the head.

STEP 4
The remaining hair inside the star is to
be worked diagonally and back to back,
with root stretch, color formula A and
laid-on foil to isolate.

STEP 2
Take a triangle section from high
recessions on the left and right-hand
sides. Apply color formula A from
root to tip.

STEP 3
Apply color formula A around the
perimeter of the star with root stretch.
Continue to work around the head,
using the color brush to back brush
the hair as you apply.
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STEP 1
Divide the hair into 4 sections.

STEP 4
Continue taking 1-inch-wide sections and
working towards the back of the ear, and
overdirect each section to the center of
the back. Repeat on the left-hand side of
the nape.

STEP 5
A mid-band application is to be applied
at a slight diagonal from the root area
with root stretch. Develop until a yellow
to pale yellow undertone is achieved.
Rinse, shampoo lightly and blow-dry.

STEP 2
Starting at the nape area, cut the
length to approximately 1 inch below
the shoulder line at a slight elevation
to create a soft edge.

STEP 5
Drop down the section from the
recession on one side and continue
working in the same way as before,
overdirecting each section to the center
of the back. Repeat on the other side.

STEP 6
Repeat offset star section on the top.
Apply color formula B to the root areas
with root stretch around the entire head
and up to the perimeter of the star shape.
Apply color formula C through remaining
mid-lengths and ends, and isolate with foil.

STEP 3
Next, take a 1-inch-wide vertical section
at the center of the nape, using the
shoulder line as a guideline, and cut at
a 45-degree angle to create graduation.

STEP 6
Take a 1-inch-wide vertical section from the
top through to the center. Using the hair
length at the center of the back pulled up as
a guide, slide cut from the guideline to the
front. Continue overdirecting 1-inch-wide
vertical sections to the center until complete.

STEP 7
Work through the remaining star section
on the top with back-to-back slices using
color formula D at the root area and
color formula E through the mid-lengths
and ends, then alternate with color formula
B in the same way until complete.

STEP 7
Finally, to create a soft diagonal fringe
slide a razor from the inside corner of
the eye to below the cheekbone.
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BEFORE

COLOR A = Blondor 9%
COLOR B = 6/16 + 9%
COLOR C = 5/81 + 6%
WELLA PROFESSIONALS
CARE AND STYLE
Brilliance Care line
Velvet Amplifier Style Primer
Flowing Form Smoothing Balm
Stay Styled Finishing Spray
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SYSTEM PROFESSIONALS
CARE AND STYLE
System Professional Color Save
Satin Polish Smoothing Cream
Perfect Hold Hairspray
STYLING HINTS AND TIPS
Using a large round brush, blow-dry
smooth without creating too much
lift at the root area. Barrel curl the
hair at the mid-lengths and ends
to create soft movement. Brush
into shape with a vented brush and
then gently shake the hair loose
by running your fingers through
the mid-lengths and ends to
create texture.
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ILLUMINA AURORA
COLOR

CUT

STEP 1
Divide the hair into 4 sections.

STEP 4
Blend the hair length from the chin to the
baseline by slide cutting gently.

STEP 5
Section the hair from ear to ear to create
2 sections. Starting with front section on the
top, apply color formula C with root stretch to
mid-lengths, laying the hair over the foil from
the previous step. Apply color formula B to
the ends, continuing down to the ear until
complete. Repeat on the other side.

STEP 2
Holding the hair between your fingers,
cut the length below the armpit at a
slight elevation to create a soft edge.

STEP 5
Next, elevate the hair at a 45-degree angle
on the top. Overdirect the hair forwards to
the face and continue working around the
head in a star shape until complete.

STEP 6
Starting at the nape, apply color formula
C in the same way, with root stretch into
the mid-lengths. Leave the ends free
from color, and continue until the back
section is complete.

STEP 3
Drop down the side sectons and, using
the back length as a guide, continue to
follow around at a slight soft elevation,
working into the side. Repeat on the
other side.

STEP 6
Finally, use a razor to soften the edges
around the face.

STEP 1
Create a teardrop section on the top
and secure with a clip. Gently back
brush the remaining hair.

STEP 4
Repeat the teardrop section on the top
and isolate the pre-lightened areas on
both sides in foil with color formula B,
leaving a 1-inch drag at the root area.

STEP 2
Apply color formula A through the
mid-lengths and ends using a back
brushing technique with the color brush.

STEP 3
On the outside edge of the teardrop
shape, take 2 slices, side by side and
back to back, and apply color formula
A. Repeat on the other side. Develop
until a pale orange undertone is achieved.
Rise, shampoo lightly and blow-dry.
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STEP 7
Finally, apply color formula B to the
non-colored ends until complete.
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